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The holiday season is about comparing and compassion. And
congratulations to Dr. Rick Boyte, professor of pediatrics and
division chief of pediatric palliative medicine at Batson Children’s
Hospital, for being recognized for both. He is featured on our
cover and has been named the 2015 Schwartz Center National
Compassionate Caregiver of the Year Award. He is a great example
to all caregivers in our state that health care is both health AND
caring.
Linda Tynes is another heartwarming (and lap-warming) story for the holidays. She is a
proud member of Sisters Sharing Love, a group that ministers to others through the gift of
handmade prayer shawls and lap blankets. Recently, Tynes also began making crocheted bags
that Methodist Rehabilitation Center patients hang on the backs of their wheelchairs to carry
personal items.
Just in time for the holidays, many of our hospitals are offering new services for their
communities: Rush Foundation Hospital is offering a new orthopedics program and Forrest
General opened a new Simulation Center. Dr. Wael ElShamy, director of UMMC Cancer
Institute’s Molecular Cancer Therapeutics Program, recently received a patent on a method
to diagnose and treat several cancer types and subtypes. And Pine Grove Behavioral Health &
Addiction Services is the first treatment center to offer Structured Family Recovery.
The holidays are a time when we all struggle to control our weight, but get some inspiration
from Willie McDay, Forrest General Public Safety Officer, who changed his eating habits and
added an exercise regime to his daily schedule. We at MHA wish all of you a healthy, happy
holidays. Thank you for your continued support.
Sincerely,
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Marcella L. McKay, Chief Operating Officer, MHA, and President/CEO of MHA Health,
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Forrest General Hospital hosts open house with
demonstration at new Simulation Center

Pictured- left to right: Ka Russum, Ora Shaheed, Dr. John Mitchell, Dr. Judd Reynolds, Dr. Meagan Taylor, and Dr. Allen Martin

Forrest General Hospital held
an open house on August 13, 2015
to debut their new state-of-the-art,
educational Simulation Center.
This hallmark Simulation Center,
is located within the hospital’s
Education Department, aims to
improve patient care and safety,
provide learning opportunities,
and gain access to the reality of
critical thinking scenarios…all
while enhancing the competency
level of employees—physicians,
nursing staff, and professional staff
4

members alike.
The Simulation Center aims
to replicate the hospital’s many
diverse clinical and non-clinical
environments, including disaster
preparation, patient and visitor
interactions, and emergent, critical
patient procedures.
“By opening the Simulation
Center, we are focusing on
improving our patient care by
creating learning opportunities
for our staff. This will allow
more access to scenarios that

are simply too difficult to teach
in a classroom setting. The
improvement of performance
standards will establish and build
a more beneficial and sustainable
healthcare environment, both for
our employees and patients,” said
Director of Education, Ka Russum.
The high-tech simulation
laboratory is one of the first in
Mississippi outside of the medical
school and military environment.
Features include:
• a women and children’s

•
•
•

simulation lab, featuring a
labor and delivery suite for
newborn care
life-like manikins,
specifically a Laerdal 3G Sim
Man and a birthing manikin;
video and still cameras for
post-simulation review and
training; and
an operating room which
can adapt to individual
students’ needs.

The high-tech Laerdal manikins,
which were purchased through
the Family Medicine Residency
Program grant, offer education
and teaching opportunities for
the entire Forrest General and
Hattiesburg communities. The
Simulation center provides a safe
environment to evaluate employee
competencies, especially in high
risk clinical areas such as Labor
and Delivery. “This is definitely
the best thing in a long time that
has happened to Nurse Education,”
said Kim Davis, patient care
manager of Labor and Delivery.
At the open house, employees
from all fields were treated to two
demonstrations using the Laerdal
manikins. The first was a come and
go demonstration where visitors
could interact with the “Sim Man,”
who can answer questions about
his condition and exhibit a wide
range of symptoms from blue
lips to seizure. For the second
demonstration, everyone gathered
in the delivery area for a simulated
birth using the “Sim Mom.” The
delivery simulation can be set up
to demonstrate a variety of medical
emergencies.
According to Russum, “We have
placed manikins and furniture
in the Simulation Center – it
looks like real patient rooms.”
Cameras and microphones have
been installed and will be used to
record and play back simulations
for debriefings following an
exercise. “We will also be able
to display live simulations
for viewing in our education
classrooms,” said Russum.

Get a half dozen MSWIN
compatible personal 2-way
radios for just $949 each.
Great for use in the ER, by
Administrators, Safety and
Security! And, this low price
includes an interoperability
controller for the Emergency
Room! Add additional UHF
in-house radios for as little as
$149 each!
Statewide communications possible with public safety agencies and other
MSWIN equipped hospitals. Only from BK Relm and Falcon Wireless!

Call today for a demonstration!

800-489-2611
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Winning the Battle with a New,
Healthy Lifestyle

Willie McDay, Forrest
General Public Safety Officer,
has always been a big guy, but
as an athlete, the former USM
football player had spent his
entire life working out to keep
his body in optimal playing
condition. After graduation,
his attitude changed. “I said
to myself, ‘When I get through
playing ball, I’m never going
to work out,’ and I ended
up regretting those words,”
McDay said, after confessing
his undying love for biscuits
and all things starchy.
Like most people who
struggle with weight, McDay’s
weight loss journey has been
long and emotional with
many ups and downs along
the way. “I started three and
half years ago, and I lost
about 30 pounds. Then I
gained it back. It’s been kind
of a yo-yo effect,” McDay
said. He felt inspired by those
around him who had achieved
their weight loss goals, like
Public Safety Chief, Wayne Landers,
and that kept him motivated to keep
trying. But the real catalyst for his
weight loss came in late February 2015
with the loss of his father who was
only 62 years old.
“My father passed in February this
year – the end of February with renal
failure, high blood pressure, diabetes,
and seeing him die in front of me –
that really set me back. It really hurt
me, and he was always saying, ‘I want
you to lose weight and get back in
shape because you don’t want to end
up like me.’ And, that’s when I really
started.”
With his promise to his father
always on his mind, McDay cut back
to 1500 calories a day and spent
his time off at the Family Y on the
6

treadmill or taking water aerobics
classes. It wasn’t long before his
hard work began to pay off. With a
big smile, he said, “I saw the weight
falling off, and I dropped like six
pants sizes. I was in a 54, and I’m
down to a 48.”
Since changing his eating habits
and adding an exercise regime, McDay
has lost a total of 106 pounds since
February. He’s made lots of friends
along the way who help him stay
motivated. “There’s always going to
be something to get you off track,” he
said, “but once you start, it’s going
to keep you on track. Then you can
surround yourself with other people
who are losing weight or in the health
field, and they’ll keep you going. So
the main thing is to start. Get off the
couch, and just start doing something.

Doing something is better than doing
nothing.” McDay has also begun to see
some of the health benefits of losing
weight, like lower blood pressure and
higher energy levels.
More than anything else, McDay
wants his story to help someone else
who may be struggling to lose weight
and get in shape. “I just hope this
story helps somebody else. I hope it
helps somebody else get in shape or
feel better about themselves or just,
most of all, to get healthy,” he said.
It seems that weight loss is almost
always a very personal, up-hill battle.
For Willie McDay, a big part of that
fight was keeping his promise to
his dad. No matter what it is you’re
fighting for, remember that there’s
always someone cheering you on from
the sidelines.
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Rush Foundation Hospital Orthopaedic Surgery Program
is Region’s First to Offer Hip and Partial Knee Procedures
Performed with New, Highly-Advanced Robotics Equipment

Above – Dr. David Pomierski, Orthopaedic Surgeon, uses the MakoplastyRIO®
robotic surgical instrumentation for performing a partial knee replacement.
The first of its kind in the region, the MAKOplasty RIO® is a surgeon-controlled
robotic arm system that enables accurate alignment and placement of
implants.
Rush Foundation Hospital is the first in the region
to offer MAKOplasty® Partial Knee Replacement
and MAKOplasty Total Hip Replacement procedures,
performed using the RIO® Robotic Arm Interactive
Orthopedic System and the Navio® Surgical System for
Partial Knee Replacement Surgery.
The MAKOplasty RIO is a surgeon-controlled
robotic arm system that enables accurate alignment and
placement of implants.
“Accuracy is key in planning and performing both
partial knee and total hip procedures,” said Dr. David
Pomierski, Orthopaedic Surgeon at Rush who performed
the first MAKOplasty hip replacement in early August.
“For a good outcome you need to align and position the
implants just right. RIO enables surgeons to personalize
partial knee and total hip arthroplasties to achieve
optimal results. The RIO System features a patientspecific visualization system and proprietary tactile
robotic arm technology that is integrated with intelligent
surgical instruments. It assists surgeons in pre-planning
and in treating each patient uniquely. Other benefits to
the patient may include greater longevity of the implant,
reduced risk for relocation, decreased post-operative pain
and shorter hospital stays,” said Dr. Pomierski
“Here’s how MAKOplasty Hip works: The RIO system
provides a patient-specific 3-D image of the patient’s hip
based on a pre-operative CT scan. Using the 3-D model,
the surgeon can then plan the optimal size and position
of hip implant components. An implant consists of a cup
and liner placed in the acetabulum or the socket of the
8

pelvis, and a femoral component with a femoral head
and stem. The position of these components is critical for
proper biomechanical reconstruction of the hip,” added
Pomierski.
During surgery, RIO provides visualization of the joint
and biomechanical data to guide the bone preparation
and implant positioning to match the pre-surgical
plan. First the surgeon prepares the femoral bone for
the implant, and subsequently measures the femoral
component’s position with the RIO. Next the surgeon
uses the robotic arm to accurately ream and shape the
acetabulum, and then implant the cup at the correct
depth and orientation. Finally the surgeon implants the
femoral implant and RIO provides summary data to
confirm the hip implants are aligned according to plan
and leg length.
“MAKOplasty RIO Partial Knee Resurfacing is a
treatment option for adults living with early to midstage osteoarthritis that has not yet progressed to all
three compartments of the knee. It is less invasive than
traditional total knee surgery. A pre-surgical plan is
created based on a CT scan of the patient’s own knee,
and the surgeon uses the robotic arm during surgery to
resurface the diseased portion of the knee, sparing healthy
bone and surrounding tissue for a more natural feeling
Below - Components of the MAKOplasty RIO which enables surgeons to
personalize partial knee and total hip arthroplasties to achieve optimal results.
The RIO System features a patient-specific visualization system and proprietary
tactile robotic arm technology that is integrated with intelligent surgical
instruments.

knee. An implant is then secured in
the joint to allow the knee to move
smoothly again,” said Dr. Pomierski.
“MAKOplasty RIO allows us to treat
patients with knee osteoarthritis at
earlier stages and with greater precision.
Because it is less invasive and preserves
more of the patient’s natural knee, the
goal is for patients to have relief from
their pain, gain back their knee motion,
and return to their daily activities,” Dr.
Pomierski added. Dr. Pomierski also
noted that Makoplasty RIO total knee
replacement capability is anticipated in
2016.
The Navio Surgical System features
proprietary robotic-assisted technology
that integrates handheld intelligent
instruments. Rush Foundation
Hospital is the State’s first hospital
to debut the new Navio technology.
The Navio technology for partial knee
replacements utilizes an advanced
CT-free intra-operative registration,
planning and navigation platform to
assist the surgeon in building patientspecific surgical plans. The Navio
robotic-controlled hand piece assists the
surgeon in preparing the bone with the
precision of robotics in a hand-held,
freehand sculpting technique.
According to Dr. Gus (Sonny) Rush,
Orthopaedic Surgeon at Rush, and the
first surgeon in the State to use the
new Navio equipment, “The Navio
unicondylar and patellofemoral knee
replacement software applications
guide the surgeon in creating implant
plans that localize components and
balance soft-tissue. The technology
translates that information into a virtual
surgical plan that removes the need
for standard mechanical cutting guides
and jigs. The handheld instrumentation
uses multiple control modes to help
the surgeon very precisely prepare
the bone for implantation.” Dr.
Rush also stated, “Potential benefits
to the patient are many. By making

Dr. Sonny Rush, Orthopaedic Surgeon uses the Navio
handheld robotics instrument to perform a partial knee
replacement. The Navio system features proprietary
robotic-assisted technology that integrates handheld
intelligent instruments.

improve patient care. It is exciting for
everyone in our organization to have
the opportunity to bring this advanced
robotic technology to our state and
our region in the hospital’s centennial
year.”
“The best news of all is for our
patients – our orthopaedic surgeons are
providing patients in our region who
qualify as candidates for partial knee
replacement with the latest technology,
equipment and training so that they
can have the robotic surgery here in
Meridian rather than having to travel
out of town for this procedure. These
new surgical tools in the hands of
our skilled orthopaedic surgeons are
helping keep the Rush traditions of
excellence and innovation a part of
this generation’s legacy,” said Larkin
Kennedy, Vice President of Rush Health
Systems and Administrator of Rush
Foundation Hospital.

partial knee replacements a more
accessible option through enabling
very precise and predictable results,
the patients who qualify for partial
knee replacement have available a
surgical procedure that is generally
associated with smaller incisions, less
scarring, a shorter hospital stay (or an
outpatient procedure in some cases),
and quicker recovery
when compared
Below: Animated schematic drawing of the Navio ™. Rush Foundation
with the total
Hospital is the State’s first hospital to debut the new Navio™ technology.
knee replacement
alternative.
“Our orthopaedic
surgeons, Dr. Irvin
Martin, Dr. David
Pomierski, Dr.
Sonny Rush and
Dr. Jimmy Watson,
are skilled and
dedicated surgeons
who are outstanding
advocates for
embracing technology
and practices that
9

Watermelons, Mothers, and MSU
Kelly Olivieri never thought her life would be
defined by a watermelon. She never really liked them
per se, but her mother’s side of the family sure did.
On a hot summer day in 1978, Kelly’s grandparents
held a watermelon party at their house. As her
grandmother was working her way around the room,
she talked to a woman who offered to be a coach to
her mother, Kathleen (a baton twirling coach, more
specifically).
Kathleen ended up baton twirling throughout high
school and at Mississippi State University as a Feature
Twirler from 1984-1986.
Parents usually ask their children what they want
to be when they grow up. Some say an astronaut, a
doctor, or even president, but in Kelly Olivieri’s case
she said “Just like mom.”
“For me, it all started when my mother participated
in Alumni Band Day in 2002,” Kelly said, “I saw her
twirling in Davis Wade Stadium and I also saw how
happy she was. Right then and there, as an eight-yearold I swore that I would be on that field too one day.”
Even though her mother pulled her hamstring while

10

performing that day, Kelly still enrolled in twirling
classes in Starkville.
For 12 years Kelly twirled with the support of
her mother, eventually winning Miss Majorette of
Mississippi multiple times. She also twirled all four
years of high school with the SHS Marching Band as
the only Feature Twirler, also with her mother close by.
When it came time for Kelly to audition at MSU
in 2012, both mom and daughter were as nervous as
anyone would be with a childhood dream on the line.
Ten girls auditioned that year, and only three were
chosen: two previous twirlers and one newbie, Kelly.
“I was so proud of her when she made it. Not only
because she had achieved her dream, but because she
put in the work for it,” Kathleen said.
Kathleen is always by Kelly’s side during game days,
with a camera close by. Kelly has been taught to smile
on command from years of her mother’s picture taking.
This will be Kelly’s last year as a Feature Twirler, and
to commemorate it Kathleen twirled with Kelly one last
time at Alumni Band Day on October 17 when MSU
plays Louisiana Tech.
“Being a part of the MSU Famous Maroon Band is a
family activity. In the 1980’s, my parents came to every
game to watch me as a feature twirler,” Kathleen said.
“And 30 years later in 2012, Kelly’s grandparents had
the thrill of a lifetime to see their granddaughter on
the same field! Seeing Kelly perform on the field was
a moment shared by three generations, and something
that we will never forget.”
Kelly Olivieri is interning in the marketing/PR
department at OCH Regional Medical Center this semester
and next semester.
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UMMC Pediatrician Honored For Compassionate Care
Dr. Rick Boyte, professor of
pediatrics and division chief of
pediatric palliative medicine at Batson
Children’s Hospital, was first named
one of six finalists and then the
winner of the 2015 Schwartz Center
National Compassionate Caregiver of
the Year (NCCY) Award.
The Schwartz Center for
Compassionate Healthcare, a national
nonprofit leading the movement to
bring compassion to every patientcaregiver interaction, selected six
health-care providers throughout the
U.S. for the prestigious award.
“I am overwhelmed by this honor,”
Boyte said. “I cannot think of anything
more meaningful in health care than
to be identified as a compassionate
caregiver. I am deeply grateful
to everyone who supported my
nomination. This definitely marks a
highpoint in my career.”

Boyte has worked at Batson for
more than 20 years and spent the first
16 of those in the Pediatric Intensive
Care Unit. He credits those years and
the families he encountered there with
steering him towards palliative care.
Palliative care began as an
outgrowth of hospice care and was
first recognized by the American
Board of Medical Subspecialties in
2006. Unlike hospice care, palliative
care begins at diagnosis and is
administered concurrently with
curative care and regardless of whether
the result is death or cure.
Boyte’s interest in palliative
medicine grew into the formation of
a pediatric palliative care service in
2009, which began with two full-time,
dedicated people – himself and one
nurse practitioner – and operated on a
consult-only basis.
In the last six years, the program

Dr. Rick Boyte, professor of pediatrics and division chief of pediatric palliative medicine, examines patient Queterrius
Ellison, while his father Antonio holds him. Photo credit: The Schwartz Center for Compassionate Healthcare
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has experienced tremendous growth,
now following about 150 patients a
year and developing its own inpatient
and outpatient service. The outpatient
service includes help for families with
children who depend on a ventilator
and perinatal and bereavement
counseling.
In 2013, Boyte spearheaded efforts
to create a fellowship program in
pediatric hospice and palliative
medicine, one of the first in the
country. The program is now hosting
its second fellow.
He also spearheaded efforts to bring
the Schwartz Center Rounds® program
to UMMC. The bi-monthly event is
a multidisciplinary forum in which
caregivers discuss difficult emotional
and social issues that arise in caring
for patients. UMMC is the only place
in the state that offers the program.
“I had for several years heard about
Schwartz Center Rounds at hospitals
in other states, so when I was asked
to be a physician champion for an
effort to bring Schwartz Rounds here, I
jumped at it,” Boyte said. “It is a great
source of pride for me to have had
a role in establishing this important
effort to promote compassionate care
in Mississippi.”
This year marks the Schwartz
Center’s 20th anniversary and the
national expansion of the award,
which was established to elevate
excellence in compassionate care. For
the past 16 years, the Schwartz Center
has honored outstanding health-care
providers who display extraordinary
devotion and compassion in caring for
patients and families.
The other 2015 NCCY Award
finalists were:
• Melody J. Cunningham, MD, of
Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital
in Memphis, Tenn.
• D. Kane, MEd, BSN, RN, of
Boston Health Care for the
Homeless Program in Boston,
Mass.

champions in building a culture
of compassion in healthcare.”
Dr. Boyte was announced
as the winner on November
18 by award-winning author

Dr. Rick Boyte, professor of pediatrics and division chief of
pediatric palliative medicine, examines patient Cooper Newell
as his mother Noel looks on. Photo credit: The Schwartz
Center for Compassionate Healthcare

•
•

•

Krista Nelson, MSW, LCSW,
OSW-C, of Providence Cancer
Center in Portland, Ore.
Jayne O’Malley, BSN,
RN, OCN, of Orange
Regional Medical Center in
Middletown, N.Y.
Terry Yoas, CNA, of Santa
Rosa Memorial Hospital in
Santa Rosa, Calif.

“These six exceptional caregivers
were selected as the 2015 NCCY
Award finalists because they
epitomize compassionate care
through their dedication in providing
patients and families with emotional
support, mutual trust, respect and
compassion,” said Julie Rosen,
Executive Director of the Schwartz
Center. “We look to honor these
special caregivers for the difference
they are making in countless
lives and for serving as national

Atual Gawande at the 20th Annual
Kenneth B. Schwartz Compassionate
Healthcare Dinner. Dr. Boyte will
receive a $5,000 monetary prize. The
five finalists will receive $1,000 each.
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Patented Research Yields Possible
New Cancer Therapy

Dr. Wael ElShamy, director of the Cancer Institute’s Molecular Cancer Therapeutics Program, recently received a patent on a method to diagnose and treat several cancer types and
subtypes. The method may lead to the first targeted therapy for triple negative breast cancer and add to therapies for other cancers.

Dr. Wael ElShamy’s quest to cure
cancer now includes a patent.
The patent covers a method to
diagnose and treat several types and
subtypes of cancer. It has worked in
the lab on triple negative breast cancer
samples, and ElShamy is working to get
it to clinical trial for patients.
The patent covers several cancers
that overexpress, or have too much,
geminin and a protein called c-Abl
in the cell nucleus. Drugs already
approved for use against one cancer
can keep the nuclear c-Abl from
enabling overexpressed geminin. Too
much geminin promotes tumor growth.
When geminin levels fall, the cancer
growth stops and cancer cells die.
14

“Geminin overexpression is seen
in several aggressive cancers,” said
ElShamy, associate professor of
biochemistry and director of the
University of Mississippi Medical
Center Cancer Institute’s Molecular
Cancer Therapeutics Program.
“Geminin overexpression converts
normal cells to cancer cells.”
The key was in finding what
activated the overexpressed geminin
to act as a tumor inducer. He found
the errant message-sender in a protein
called c-Abl. This protein can exist
outside or inside a cancer cell nucleus.
ElShamy found that when it’s outside
the nucleus, it had little effect on
geminin. When he found it inside

the nucleus, geminin was always
overexpressed.
His patent covers c-Abl inhibitor
use in therapies for breast, liver,
ovarian, colon, brain, lung and
prostate cancer. “The patent licenses
the idea for us,” ElShamy said. If a
patent generates payment, it helps
support research at the Medical
Center.
The patent is exciting, but ElShamy
is more enthusiastic about work to
start a clinical trial to test the idea in
triple negative breast cancer patients.
“His findings are key to offering
more personalized medicine for
our patients,” said Dr. Srinivasan
Vijayakumar, Cancer Institute director.

Advanced Recovery Systems Inc.
A higher standard of debt recovery…

“Cancer is a devious disease in which
some people respond to a medication
and others don’t. Dr. ElShamy has
found a molecular key, a biomarker,
that will enable doctors to view cancer
cells under a microscope and know a
particular medication likely will help
those who have nuclear c-Abl, but
won’t benefit those who don’t.”
Biomarkers – such as genes and
their product proteins – act as flags to
help identify subtypes of cancers.
“That will bring the cost way down
and will bring the anguish way down,”
ElShamy said. “If you stratify patients
by who will respond and who will not
respond before you start them on trial,
you can save patients that agony of
wondering if this drug will work.”
ElShamy started this search more
than a decade ago with triple negative
breast cancer cells. He found about
half of 800 tumor samples tested had
geminin overexpressed and c-Abl in
the cells’ nuclei.
Further work showed the drug
imatinib mesylate targets the
c-Abl protein and stops geminin
overexpressing cancer growth. If the
cancer cell nucleus had no c-Abl the
drug, already FDA approved for some
leukemia therapies, didn’t work to
halt cancer. In his lab, he found when
c-Abl was in the nucleus and geminin
was overexpressed, imatinib mesylate
halted about 80 percent of the cancers.
ElShamy, the Dr. Lawrence and
Mrs. Bo Hing Chan Tseu American
Cancer Society Research Scholar,
pursued this research with a $720,000
grant from the ACS funded by Dr.
Lawrence Tseu, a Hawaiian dentist,
and his late wife, Mrs. Bo Hing Chan
Tseu.
While his focus initially was on
triple negative breast cancers, an
aggressive breast cancer that tends to
affect younger women and African
American women, ElShamy also found
the nuclear c-Abl in the other cancers.

800.254.5211 • arsadmin@arscollections.com
Business to Business Debt Recovery
The people to turn to when your business is ready to turn the complex
challenge of debt collection into a prime opportunity for building your
bottom line.
The ARS advantages are clear and simple: Technology, Training and
Diligence. Every debt, every dollar, is carefully and exhaustively qualified by
our highly trained staff of motivated professionals-professionals aided by
the latest technology , guided by the highest standards in the industry, and
driven to produce effective results that reflect positively on your
organization's good name.
Specializing in Healthcare Recovery
Healthcare providers in particular have found our sensitivity and care ideally
effective in the often complicated and sometimes emotional process of
patient debt recovery. Hospitals and other healthcare providers have come
to rely on. ARS not only for maximum debt recovery, but also for enhanced
patient and community relations.

JBHM Architecture
Mississippi: Biloxi (C.A.), Columbus, Jackson, Tupelo
www.jbhm.com
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The Right Place

By Carey Miller
Health and Research News Service

After a car wreck left her struggling, Alexa Cacibauda of Ocean
Springs got her life back with Methodist Rehab

With the help of her Bioness L300 electrical stimulation units as well as a physical therapy regimen to
improve balance and strength, Alexa Cacibauda regained her ability to walk while at Methodist Rehab’s
Quest program.
Alexa Cacibauda doesn’t remember
much about the accident.
It was December 30, 2013, and she was
on her way to Walmart to pick up supplies
for a New Year’s party. While turning onto
U.S. 90 in her hometown of Ocean Springs,
she was hit by a motorist who ran a red
light and plowed into the left side of her
car.
She hit her head so hard it smashed the
driver’s side window.
It was a relief when her doctors told her
it was only a concussion and sent her home
the same day to get some rest.
“They said to just go back to normal
life,” Alexa said.
But in the weeks and months after
the traumatic event, strange symptoms
appeared that suggested something worse.
She had bouts of forgetfulness. Writing
papers for college, which came easily
before, became a chore. She was plagued by
constant headaches. When odd sensations
in her legs grew into numbness and she
could no longer walk or stand, she and her
family began searching for an answer.
“I couldn’t understand why I wasn’t able
to finish my homework, why I didn’t feel
good, why I couldn’t remember things—I
almost thought I was going crazy,” Alexa
said.
While a student at Mississippi State
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University in Starkville months after the
accident, Alexa underwent therapy at
Oktibbeha County Hospital Rehab Services
to address her issues. Her occupational
therapist, Linda Maiers, recognized that
her problems weren’t typical of a simple
concussion. So she called someone she
knew could provide the Cacibaudas an
answer.
“She called me and said, ‘I’ve got this
girl coming in to see me, and I don’t think
she ever had a diagnosis of brain injury,
but she presents just like one,’” said Mollie
Kinard, north Mississippi outreach nurse for
Methodist Rehabilitation Center in Jackson.
MRC treats patients with stroke,
spinal cord injury, brain injury and other
neurological injuries and illnesses. When
Kinard heard Alexa’s story from her mother,
she knew MRC could help.
“I told them that she needs to see a
brain injury rehab doctor,” Kinard said. “So
I called our former brain injury program
director Dr. Zoraya Parrilla and told her
Alexa’s story, and she agreed to see her.”
“Mollie’s our hero,” Alexa said. “She got
us to the right place.”
Alexa was assessed at MRC’s outpatient
clinic in June 2014—some six months after
her accident. As part of that assessment,
MRC performs a neuropsychological
evaluation to document cognitive and

motor functioning and plan treatment. This
can often pinpoint problems traditional
neurological diagnostics cannot and
was crucial in Alexa’s diagnosis of postconcussive syndrome, a type of mild brain
injury.
“It was in a way a relief when they
told me I had a brain injury,” Alexa said.
“I didn’t understand until I came to
Methodist.”
“It was hard to see her just get hurt in
the first place, and then to deteriorate,” said
her mother, Rose Cacibauda. “And then—
no solutions. But then we came to MRC,
and they had all the solutions. They were
like, ‘Yes, we know what’s going on, what’s
wrong with her brain, and we can fix it, we
can help her.’ And that was a really good
thing to hear.”
Dr. Parrilla referred Alexa to MRC’s
Quest Program, an intensive outpatient
program for people with brain or spinal
injuries who wish to make a successful
return to work, school or home life.
Alexa had always planned to become
an elementary school teacher, so her main
goal at Quest was to become able to finish
school and realize that dream.
“The frustration prior to that point was
just phenomenal because we weren’t getting
any answers,” said Joe Cacibauba, Alexa’s
father. “So once she got to Quest, you
could start to see the changes little by little.
It made us all feel even better because we
knew something was happening.”
At Quest, she worked with clinical
psychologist Dr. Danny Burgess to address
some psychological issues, occupational
therapists Allison Harris and Jennifer Sivak
for cognitive issues related to work and
school, and physical therapist Patricia
Oyarce to help her regain her ability to
walk.
“When I first saw her, she could barely
walk 200 feet with the walker,” Oyarce
said, but she could see that Alexa had the
potential to recover.
“What was most remarkable about
her walking was she had a very stiff gait,”
Oyarce said. This told her that her muscles
weren’t the problem, but rather her brain’s
ability to communicate with those muscles
and vice-versa.
So Oyarce fitted her with the Bioness
L300, a neuromuscular electrical
stimulation system designed to help persons
with neurological conditions walk more
naturally.

“She had the range of motion,” Oyarce
said. “It goes both ways—the brain is
communicating to the muscles, and the
muscles are sending feedback to the brain.
The Bioness helps with that connection, it
reestablishes communication.
“The Bioness is generally prescribed for
foot drop—but she really didn’t have foot
drop, she was having problems with the
timing of her muscles.It really helped her
during exercises and walking to be able to
turn her muscles on and off at the right
time. It really made a big difference.”
By the time Alexa graduated from the
Quest program on April 30, 2015, she was
walking normally with the help of two
Bioness devices, one for each leg.
“It’s the best,” Alexa said. “In December,
I took my first steps without my walker.
They’ve improved my muscle memory.
It’s been life-changing. I’ve been able to
drive, be independent again and go back to
teaching. They’ve brought back my quality
of life.”
Alexa also utilized several other
programs throughout MRC’s outpatient
network. For some of her issues with neck
and shoulder pain, she received soft tissue

Alexa Cacibauda (center right) with some of the team at Quest—from left, occupational therapist Allison
Harris, physical therapist Patricia Oyarce, physical therapist Erin Rigby and (back row) clinical psychologist
Danny Burgess.
Alexa’s rehab journey was she was able
to really benefit from all the different
disciplines of our clinic at Quest, as well as
MRC as a whole.”
Today, Alexa is living in Washington,
D.C., where she is currently student teaching
at Marie Reed Elementary School. She is set
to graduate from MSU in December, and
wants to teach full time and help with inner
city literacy programs in the nation’s capital.
“We’re glad to see her get smile back,”
Rose said. “She didn’t smile for a long, long
time.”

massage from physical therapist Teresa
Sawyers at MRC’s outpatient clinic in
Flowood. She was also referred to Dr. Philip
Blount at MRC’s Pain and Spine Center
for nerve treatment. She has also been
treated for dizziness by physical therapist
Susan Geiger, who specializes in vestibular
disorders.
“I’m glad that she made it to us and that
we could provide what she needed—our
experience with working with people with
similar types of neurological conditions,”
Oyarce said. “I think the nice thing about
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Warm and fuzzy

Linda Tynes of Brandon, right, loves to crochet gifts for people going through difficult times—including patients at Methodist Rehabilitation Center in Jackson,
where Tynes works as an administrative assistant. Peggy Tynes of Raymond, Tynes’ aunt by marriage, recently received one of her crocheted wheelchair bags
while a stroke patient at MRC.
By Susan Christensen
Health and Research News Service

Linda Tynes’ heart is as soft as the comfy
throws that she loves to crochet.
So when she learned how her handiwork
could help ease the pain of people in
distress, she couldn’t wait to get started.
Today, the Brandon resident is a proud
member of Sisters Sharing Love, a group
that ministers to others through the gift of
handmade prayer shawls and lap blankets.
“These are items we describe as a symbol
of God’s love,” Tynes said. “We attach a card
that lets them know that when they wrap
themselves in the item, they are wrapped
in prayer because we pray for that person
while we crochet.”
Tynes’ generosity doesn’t surprise
Susan Greco, vice president of patient
services and Tynes’ supervisor at Methodist
Rehabilitation Center in Jackson.
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Greco says her administrative assistant
is well known for her talent and her giving
nature.
“She creates family heirlooms to
cherish,” Greco said. “Her specialties include
prayer blankets for persons with terminal
illnesses, beautiful, soft baby blankets for
our staff, precious baby hats, and warm
winter scarfs all done in the color and style
requested by the recipient.”
Recently, Tynes also began making
crocheted bags that MRC patients hang
on the backs of their wheelchairs to carry
personal items.
“A volunteer who had been furnishing
hand-sewn bags to the patients for years
died recently, and demand for the bags was
overwhelming the seamstresses who took
her place,” Tynes said. “So I came up with a
crochet pattern and recruited about 10 other
women to help out.”

One of the first recipients of the new
bags was Peggy Tynes of Raymond,
a relative of Tynes who was at MRC
recovering from a stroke.
Tynes says she loves having a role,
however small, in helping patients feel
better as they strive to overcome disabling
injuries or illness.
“I consider it an honor to be part
of this team,” she said. “The staff is so
impressive. They show people there is life
beyond a catastrophic event.”
Tynes also enjoys helping people learn
how to crochet. She says it’s a way to pay
it forward, since she’s beholden to all the
generous folks who taught her the craft.
Her first instructor was her motherin-law. “She actually crocheted our son’s
receiving blanket,” Tynes said. “It was
beautiful, and I wanted to learn to do
that. When I was on maternity leave,

she taught me how to do a basic granny
stitch.”
Tynes said her skills fell by the wayside
during the years when her two children
were young.
“Life got the better of me, and I put it
down and forgot how to crochet.”
In 2010, a friend told Tynes about Sisters
Sharing Love and she was intrigued. “Not
only did it give me an opportunity to pick
up crocheting again, but it also gave me the
opportunity to do something for others in
need,” she said.
Requests for the group’s handiwork
usually come from friends or family
members of the recipient. Typically, it’s a
gift to get them through a difficult time,
such as a serious illness, loss or some other
stressful situation.
Sisters Sharing Love meets Wednesday

nights at 6 at Cups in Brandon, and Tynes
has recruited others to the cause.
“She wanted me to go with her,” said
friend Sharon Boteler of Brandon, who’s
now a regular, too. “You get so much out
of it.”
Tynes said about 20 women participate
in the group and it’s an eclectic gathering
of different ages, faiths and backgrounds.
“We range in age from 18 to 71. Some are
retired. Some work full-time. And we’re
always looking for new members.”
Boteler said Tynes is known for her
speed and her willingness to embrace new
endeavors. “She is really fast, and she has
really branched out and learned to do all
sorts of stuff. She dares to do things I would
never do and puts colors together I never
would—and it works.”
“When I see something and feel

challenged, I have to figure how to make it,”
admits Tynes. She recently “Googled and
You-Tubed” how to crochet her daughter
Mia a trendy halter top. And she’s still on a
high from hearing Mia say: “I love this.”
But better still, she says, is seeing
someone in pain derive comfort from
her handiwork while in a hospital bed or
undergoing chemotherapy.
“Sometimes they will send us pictures
and you can see it in their faces,” Tynes
said. “When they are smiling and holding
the blanket … it’s a good feeling to know
something I can do can put a smile on
somebody’s face.”
For information on Sisters Sharing Love or
crocheting bags for MRC patients, call Linda
Tynes at 601-573-8583 or go to www.facebook.
com/ SistersSharingLove.
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Earn a nursing education that is
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you for compassionate care to
a hurting world.
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is an on campus program that
requires no previous nursing
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NCLEX-RN examination may
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Can Laboratory Testing Improve
Patient Care and Lower Costs?
Yes. Let us show you how.
AEL is a medically-led, communitybased laboratory with personal service
A partner for hospitals to reduce the
cost of referrals and in-house testing
by using the most modern technology.

To learn more about AEL and its innovative technology to assist
in utilization management call Pam O’Brien at 901.405.8200.
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YOUR OWN
CUSTOMIZED
HOSPITAL
PATIENT GUIDE
SAINT LUKE’S
PATIENT
INFORMATION
& VISITOR
GUIDE
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PATIENT INFORMATION
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Saint Luke’s Hospital
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No Cost To You.
Fiscal restraints and budget line item
cancellations have hospitals cutting back
in all areas. Here’s help. Our Patient
Guides are an excellent perceived patient
benefit saving your hospital time and
money while informing and educating
patients about your facility and their care.
Best of all, there’s no effect on your
bottom line, we produce them at
absolutely no cost to you.
Your full-color, glossy, Patient
Guide is completely customized for
your hospital.
You also get an easy-to-use ePub
version to send to patients with
email-also at no cost.
Inform and educate your patients
quickly and efficiently. Your
professional staff can now spend less
time answering routine questions.

Your hospital needs one
and you can get it free.
For complete, no obligation, information
on how we can provide your
Hospital Patient Guide, call or email today.

Gary Reynolds 1-800-561-4686 ext.115
or greynolds@pcipublishing.com
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Pine Grove Behavioral Health & Addiction
Services is proud to be the first treatment center
to offer Structured Family Recovery™
Pine Grove Behavioral Health
& Addiction Services is proud
to be the first treatment center
in the country to offer their
patients Debra Jay’s Structured
Family Recovery™ initiative.
Structured Family Recovery™
empowers family members to
have a positive impact on loved
ones, who are recovering from
their addictions. Due to this focus
on the importance of recovery
it is fitting that Pine Grove
launched Structured Family Recovery
in conjunction with September’s
National Recovery Month, held
annually to increase public awareness
about the power of recovery.
Structured Family Recovery is a
specialized program that outlines how
family members impact a patient’s
recovery after treatment. Developed
by noted author and Pine Grove
Consultant, Debra Jay, Structured
Family Recovery creates a defined
family support system to provide
empathy and accountability while
a patient completes a residential
treatment program at Pine Grove. Jay
said, “In early recovery, a time when
a united front is crucial, families can
make the difference between success
and failure.”
The residential treatment programs
offering Structured Family Recovery
include Pine Grove’s Next Step
program for men and the Women’s
Center. These programs provide
hope and healing to patients,
who are battling substance abuse
addictions. Structured Family
Recovery is also offered to family
members and patients with Pine
Grove’s Professional Enhancement
Program, known as PEP, which treats
professionals with inter-personal
difficulties. Pine Grove’s Family and
Alumni Programs are also educating
family members about Structured
Family Recovery and how they may
participate in the program.

As one of the nation’s most
comprehensive treatment campuses,
Pine Grove is known for providing
its patients with innovative addiction
treatment. Structured Family
Recovery is an extension of Pine
Grove’s commitment to help patients
and their families harness the joys
of recovery. Debbie Sanford, RN,
MS, MBA, Forrest General Hospital’s
Chief Officer of Behavioral Health &
Addiction Services said, “Pine Grove
has long recognized a patient’s entire
family is impacted by addiction
and Structured Family Recovery is
an important enhancement to Pine
Grove’s patient and family centered
services.”
Pine Grove Behavioral Health &
Addiction Services is an extension
of Forrest General Hospital. Pine
Grove’s world renowned programs
focus on treating gender specific
chemical addiction including a
specialized track for co-occurring
eating disorders. Additionally, Pine
Grove offers a substance abuse
healing program for adults age 55
plus. Other Pine Grove programs
include a dedicated professional’s
treatment curriculum and a
comprehensive evaluation center.
Pine Grove also features a program
for patients with sexual and intimacy
disorder issues. Pine Grove was
established in 1984 and has provided
the highest quality health care for
over 30 years.

www.bcbsms.com
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